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The Ultimate Guide  
to Lions Mane  
Mushroom

Ready to get started?  
Let’s do it!

What You’ll Need

Nice to Have

76 liter Sterilite bin • 6-quart Sterilite shoe box  

• Lion’s Mane mushroom grain spawn • Soup  

pot • Mushroom growing bags • Zip ties • Mist  

bottle • Oak hardwood pellets • Wheat bran  

• Disinfectant cleaner • Paper towels • Perlite

You’ll know it’s time to harvest the Lion’s Mane  

when you see the ‘hairs’ on the mushrooms  

starting to elongate. At this point, you can  

remove each one at the base and start  

thinking about how you’re going to prepare  

them. 

 

And just like that, you’ve learned how to  

grow mushrooms! Lion’s Mane are a favorite  

of mushroom-lovers around the world, so you  

can be sure they’ll be the pride of any table.

First, think about the size and number of  

mushrooms you want to cultivate. This next  

step involves cutting x-shaped holes in the  

bag to help them grow – 1 large hole will  

yield 1 large mushroom, and several smaller  

holes will produce lots of smaller mushrooms. 

For best results, try keep the temperature  

cool at all times (60 – 70°F) and mist the  

bag frequently to help things along. Lion’s  

Mane needs lots of air exchange to thrive,  

so make sure to keep a close eye on humidity  

too. 

If you have a hygrometer, now’s the time to  

use it. You want to try to maintain a relative  

humidity of 85 to 95%, as these are the  

conditions in which the fruiting bodies will  

flourish. 

If you made a still air chamber, now’s a good  

time to disinfect it. A sterile working  

environment reduces the risk of bacteria  

and other mold spores spoiling the fruiting 

 block, and you don’t want to undo all your 

hard work!  

 

When the still air chamber is clean, place 

 your substrate, spawn, scissors and zip-ties  

inside. Then mix the substrate and spawn at  

a ratio of 10:1 in a designated mushroom  

growing bag. When you’re done, zip-tie it  

shut and leave it in a room-temperature,  

dimly-lit room for 2 weeks (or there or 

thereabouts).

At the 1-week mark, you should gently  

massage the contents of the bag to break 

 up the mycelium and spread it around the  

substrate evenly. This prevents the Lion’s  

Mane from fruiting prematurely and ensures  

you end up with a fully colonized spawn bag. 

When you see the primordia has formed,  

it’s time for the final step! 

Oak hardwood pellets are one of the most  

commonly used substrates for growing  

mushrooms, and it’s our personal favorite  

for growing Lion’s Mane. For a list of  

alternatives that work just as well, check  

out this comprehensive substrate and  

mushroom guide. 

Before you can use the pellets, you need to  

start by hydrating them to field capacity.  

This involves slowly stirring water in until  

you can squeeze the substrate and wring  

out a couple of drops. The pellets can  

absorb a lot of water and they’ll expand  

a lot during this stage, so make sure you  

use a big enough bowl! 

Once the substrate has reached the desired  

consistency, amend it with some wheat bran,  

put it in a plastic bag and zip-tie it shut. To  

pasteurize the substrate, put the bag in a pan  

of boiling water and leave it to sit for about  

3 hours. 

Lastly, move the substrate to the fridge to  

cool off for a further 4 hours. When it’s time  

to warm it up again, take it out and leave  

2 hours for warming before moving onto the  

next step.

Creating a still air chamber isn’t essential,  

but it’s a good idea to have one for times  

when you need a clean environment to work  

in. If you have a second Sterilite bin, start by  

drilling to 4-1/2-inch holes in one side  

(for your arms to go through). 

 

Whenever you use the still air chamber,  

make sure the lid is on and wear sterile  

gloves when working with items inside.  

This prevents other spores and contaminants  

from infecting the environment – so you can  

focus on growing Lion’s Mane and avoid  

unwanted fungi!

A fruiting chamber is a sterile container  
where we can create the perfect fruiting 
 conditions for Lion’s Mane mushrooms.  
To start, take your 76 liter Sterilite bin and 
 put some holes in the sides for air flow.  
Then, put some moist perlite in to keep the  
humidity levels high.

Another 76 litre Sterilite bin • Sterile gloves  

• Power Drill • 4-1/2-inch hole saw • Hygrometer

You can find Lion’s Mane mushrooms  

in most Asian grocers and some  

supermarkets, but it’s much cheaper  

(and more fun) to grow them yourself. 

Of all the mushrooms in the world,  

Lion’s Mane is among the healthiest and  

most nutritious. Perfect when sautéed,  

roasted or pressed, these versatile  

mushrooms have a slightly salty taste  

and a meat-like texture that lends itself  

to faux steak and fishcake dishes.

Jump to Guide

So, if you’re interested in growing  

mushrooms at home and unlocking  

the Lion’s Mane benefits, you’ve come  

to the right place! 

 

And just FYI, this write-up is going to  

focus on growing Lion’s Mane  

mushrooms from spawn. There are  

other methods you can use, but  

growing from spawn is preferred for  

its high yield and low maintenance  

requirements.

Step 1 
Build a Shotgun Fruiting  
Chamber (SGFC)

TOP

TOP

The ideal fruiting conditions for Lion’s  
Mane mushrooms are cool temperatures 
 (60 – 70°F), high humidity (90 – 95rh) and  
a good supply of fresh air. To keep things 
 moist inside the chamber, you can remove 
 the lid and mist the perlite periodically with  
a spray bottle. 
 
And voila! You have your very own Lion’s  
Mane grow kit. For a complete step-by-step 
 breakdown, check out this handy pictorial  
guide to build an SGFC in 5 easy steps. 
 

designed by Marissa Keith

Home 
What You’ll Need 

Guide

A punnet of delicious Lion’s Mane mushrooms  

starts with a humble block of grain spawn.  

You’ll need a bag that’s been colonized by  

the Lion’s Mane mushroom mycelium, and  

you can find these on North Spore or any  

other similar vendor. 

Shipping on these items may take longer  

than most other internet orders, so make  

sure to plan accordingly. We suggest  

ordering 2 to 3 weeks in advance to make  

sure you have everything you need before  

getting started.
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9-10 HOURS

Step 2 
(Optional) Prepare Your  
Still Air Chamber (SAC)

Step 3 
Aquire your Grain Spawn

Step 4 
Oak Hardwood Pellet  
Substrate

Step 5 
Inoculate Your Substrate

Step 6 
Place the Fruiting Block 
In the Shotgun Fruiting  
Chamber

Step 7 
Harvest!

Step 1: Build a Shotgun Fruiting Chamber (SGFC) 

Step 3: Aquire Your Grain Spawn

Step 5: Inoculate Your Substrate

Step 2: Prepare Your Still Air Chamber (SAC)

Step 4: Oak Hardwood Pellet Substrate

Step 6: Place the Fruiting Block in the 
Shotgun Fruiting Chamber

Step 7: Harvest!
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